Modern evangelicals tend to choose experience over theology. We need both.

**Doctrine** is not a four-letter word, though you might think so judging by how the larger culture and some evangelicals respond to it. Darren C. Marks says, “The word conjures in the modern mind a string of negative images: The Inquisition. Boring professors debating the number of angels on the head of a pin. Bloggers arguing endlessly while the church flags in relevance in the once-Christian West. Doctrine is a bludgeon, a curiosity, a rearranging of the deck chairs while the ship sinks. Vibrant Christians want little to do with it, and instead focus on spiritual disciplines, works of mercy, and authentic Christian living. Doctrine belongs to the past, when it was used mainly to divide believers.”

Is this a fair summary, or have contemporary Christians missed a key building block of a faithful life? And if we have, how do we reinvigorate our theological knowledge while keeping our spiritual hearts warm? How do we nourish both head and heart to the glory of God?

**Scripture:** Romans 3:21–26; Colossians 1:15–23; 2 Timothy 3:10–17; 2 Peter 1:16–21

**Based on:** “The Mind Under Grace,” by Darren C. Marks, Christianity Today, March 2010
Part 1 IDENTIFY THE CURRENT ISSUE

*Note to leader: Provide each person with “The Mind Under Grace” from Christianity Today, included at the end of this study.*

Far from being a boring distraction that potentially divides us and diverts us from the “real” kingdom work of spiritual growth and practical ministry, doctrine is what keeps us on track. After all, if we say we just want to worship and serve Jesus, the question immediately arises: Who is Jesus? Doctrine, which Darren Marks defines as “settled theology,” is liberating. We don’t know who God is apart from doctrine; we don’t know who we are apart from doctrine. Without doctrine, we just face a lot of unorganized data points with no sure way to order them.

“Is it possible to live out discipleship without a good measure of heady doctrine?” Marks asks. “I see doctrine not as a boundary but as a compass. Its purpose is not to make Christians relevant or distinctive but rather to make them *faithful* in their contexts. Doctrine is a way of articulating what God’s presence in the church and the world looks like.”

So how do we encounter doctrine in such a way that it serves as a compass to keep us going in the right direction without sidetracking us into thickets of theological irrelevance? And how do we know what we think we know? This study puts the discussion on solid footing: God’s Word.

**Discussion Starters:**

[Q] Do you like thinking about doctrine? Why or why not?

[Q] What makes a doctrine good or bad, helpful or unhelpful?

[Q] If we believe the Bible is God’s Word, why do we need doctrine?

[Q] What is the difference between us interrogating Scripture and allowing it to interrogate us?

Part 2 DISCOVER THE ETERNAL PRINCIPLES

**Teaching Point One: Doctrine must illuminate Christ as Lord.**

Friedrich Schleiermacher was a 19th-century thinker who elevated spiritual experience over theology because he believed doctrine caused more problems than it was worth. Marks says, “We find his influence unwittingly embedded in our church leadership, our seminaries,
and our theological faculties. A theology grounded in experience ultimately fades into soft moralism, humanism, or, in the unique case of American Christianity, a civic religion wherein God and country are easily confused.” This scriptural passage, however, encourages us to ground our theology in Jesus Christ, Lord of creation and Lord of the church. Read Colossians 1:15–23.

**[Q]** What does this passage tell us about theological attempts to understand God apart from Jesus?

**Leader’s Note:** Theology means “the study of God.” Ideally we study God not only to know about him, but to know him. Verse 15 gives us an amazing statement: Jesus is “the image of the invisible God.” If we want to have solid and relevant theology that teaches us about God and helps us to know him, then it must primarily elucidate who Jesus is, because Jesus shows us who God is. See 2 Corinthians 4:4 and Hebrews 1:3 for similar expressions.

**[Q]** What does this passage tell us about our attempts to understand our world apart from Jesus?

**[Q]** How did Jesus “reconcile to himself all things,” according to verse 20? What does this imply about our current situation?

**Leader’s Note:** The Quest Study Bible says, “When Adam and Eve fell, their sin brought disorder to all of creation. Redemption involves not only making forgiveness available to human beings, but also making peace with the entire cosmos. Through Christ’s sacrifice, all things are restored to God. Unfortunately, this does not mean that all people will believe in Jesus, but it does mean that God’s creation will once again submit to him.”

**[Q]** Verses 21–23 have past, present, and future aspects. What has Christ done, and what are we to do?

**Optional Activity:** Recording answers on a whiteboard or poster board, as a group list the descriptions of Jesus found in this passage and rephrase them in your own words. Then find another verse or passage in Scripture that amplifies each point. How does each description help us understand him better? For example: “before all things” = “Jesus came first in time, as John 1:1–2 and John 8:58 indicate. By this we know that Jesus existed before he was born of Mary and is a supernatural figure of immense age and wisdom.”
Teaching Point Two: Proper theology begins not with our desire but with our need.

Truth must come before relevance, because truth is always relevant. “Schleiermacher began with internal experiences of God and built theology around those experiences, reconfiguring doctrine as needed,” Marks notes. “He assumed that by starting with ourselves and our desires, we would glimpse a purer vision of God and perhaps a more relevant church.” Our human-centered attempts to cater to our spiritual feelings are doomed to fail because feelings are poor guides to understanding the enormity of the human condition. Read Romans 3:21–26.

[Q] According to this passage, where does righteousness come from and how does it come? What role do our works have in our righteousness before God? What relevance do these facts have for locating the starting point for our theological experience?

[Q] How does the Bible describe our sinful state (v. 23)?

- What are some implications for us in developing trustworthy doctrine?
- So how do we flawed humans deal with this fact?

[Q] What does this passage say about our desires, experiences, and needs?

Teaching Point Three: Orthodox doctrine and orthodox living go together.

People such as Schleiermacher have created a false dichotomy between orthodoxy (right belief) and orthopraxy (right practice or living). The two belong together, but in the proper order, says Marks. “Many complain that the church has become incapable of cultivating Christian habits in its people. No wonder, when for so many the starting point is not God but spiritual experience. How can we sustain any spiritual growth if it is grounded in something as transitory as what we feel, individually or corporately?” The apostle Paul told Timothy that for a balanced and fruitful life we need both, but that they need to be in the proper order. Read 2 Timothy 3:10–17.

[Q] In verses 10–11, list the elements of Paul’s life and ministry that the apostle highlights.

Leader’s Note: Teaching ... way of life ... purpose ... faith ... patience ... love ... endurance ... persecutions [twice] ... sufferings.

- Which have to do with orthodoxy, and which with orthopraxy?
- How do you see these elements working together in Paul’s life? In yours?
As demonstrated in verses 12–13, the logical result of orthopraxy can be persecution. Why do you think that is?

- How does this compare and contrast with Schleiermacher’s emphasis on plumbing our spiritual experiences for direction?

What does verse 14 say about how we are to learn doctrine?

What practical things should biblical doctrine lead to (v. 15–16)?

**Teaching Point Four: God’s Word and God’s Spirit help us to avoid doctrinal error.**

Read 2 Peter 1:16–21.

In verses 16–18, Peter the apostle describes the ministry of the apostles as witnesses of Christ. We, however, have no one who saw Jesus minister on this earth. Given this lack, how do we avoid doctrinal error?

Peter says the church has “the word of the prophets made more certain.” In other words, the meaning is clearer, making correct doctrine more likely and growth in knowledge possible (v. 19). Arriving at good doctrine requires a disciplined journey.

What are we told to do with this word? How do we accomplish this?

Peter explains why the word is reliable for such a purpose (v. 20–21). How can we hold our theology and doctrine up to God’s light?

**Part 3 APPLY YOUR FINDINGS**

Doctrine has gotten a bad rap in both the culture and the pews. Fearing both dissention and irrelevance to people’s “real” needs, we soft-pedal our beliefs or simply assume that what we believe is crystal clear to everyone. We are not prepared to do the hard but necessary work to understand our beliefs and allow them to guide our steps. Instead, we think that our spiritual experience is the starting point for our theology.

“The decreasing lack of interest in core Christian beliefs is due in part to church leaders who chase after relevance over substance—focusing on the *feeling* that something is meaningful rather than the *truth* that something is meaningful,” Marks says. “It is also due to church members who imagine that their experience is the touchstone of truth about God, rather than learning to evaluate their experience in light of Scripture and theology.”
So to overcome these problems we must take a mature, biblically informed view of Scripture and theology. We must ensure that our doctrine illuminates Christ as Lord. We have to acknowledge that theology begins not with our desires, which are changeable and tainted with sin, but with our need as those who fall far short of God’s glory. We must recognize, however, that there can be no dichotomy between our doctrine and our lives, and that the former serves as the foundation for the latter. Finally, we can guard against doctrinal error by maintaining a proper focus on the Word of God as given to us by the Holy Spirit.

**Action Point:** Discuss with your group who they believe are the greatest theologians in church history (such as Luther, Calvin, Wesley, Aquinas). Ask for the thoughts of members on the unique contributions of each theologian.

**Leader’s Note:** Ask each member to bring a short report to the next meeting on his or her favorite theologian. In the report (no more than one page), have each describe the times in which the theologian lived, key theological emphases, and continuing relevance for today.


---

**RECOMMENDED RESOURCES**

- Check out the Bible studies on Theology at: ChristianBibleStudies.com.


> Institutes of the Christian Religion, by John Calvin (Hendrikson, 2007). The classic work, profitable for Calvinists and Arminians—or those who don’t know what they are.


Jon is a first-year Bachelor of Theology student from a vibrant church. He is active in campus ministry and will likely become a church leader. Like many of his fellow students, he has shown up for Theology 1020E, Introduction to Christian Theology, with a great heart but little understanding of his faith, save some parroting of slogans. The university where I teach, however, is relentless in questioning the world. Jon’s cul-de-sac faith is no longer an option; he is now in the secular realm, and his Christianity is under fire.

Like many beginning theology students, Jon feels threatened when he learns that there are many kinds of Christians. Initially, some of the ideas I present in class visibly upset him. But he slowly learns to major in the majors. Hardcore academic and historical theology, in my experience, almost invariably makes a student like Jon a better Christian—not in his heart per se, but in his understanding of God’s call for him and his generation.

Jon recently commented in class that “things click now.” He is growing up, and the study of Christian doctrine—the mind under grace—helps him to do this.

Doctrine. The word conjures in the modern mind a string of negative images: The Inquisition. Boring professors debating the number of angels on the head of a pin. Bloggers arguing endlessly while the church flags in relevance in the once-Christian West. Doctrine is a bludgeon, a curiosity, a rearranging of the deck chairs while the ship sinks. Vibrant Christians want little to do with it, and instead focus on spiritual disciplines, works of mercy, and authentic Christian living. Doctrine belongs to the past, when it was used mainly to divide believers. How many Protestants spend time pondering whether it is acceptable to chew Communion bread (a major issue for the first Reformers)?

But we have to ask: Is it possible to live out discipleship without a good measure of heady doctrine? I see doctrine not as a boundary but as a compass. Its purpose is not to make Christians relevant or distinctive but rather to make them faithful in their contexts. Doctrine is a way of articulating what God’s presence in the church and the world looks like. It can orient us by helping us, like Jon, major in the majors.
In addition, I believe the crisis in the Western church is not about information itself but about the kind of information we absorb in our churches. Philosopher James K. A. Smith put it best: “Theology is not some intellectual option that makes us ‘smart’ Christians; it is the graced understanding that makes us faithful disciples.”

DEFAULT BUDDHISTS
I’m using the terms doctrine and theology interchangeably. To be exact, doctrine is more or less settled theology. You find doctrine in creeds and statements of faith. A doctrinal statement (Jesus is “true God from true God,” as the Nicene Creed testifies) is always a theological statement. But not all theological statements become doctrine. Still, in this essay, I will use doctrine and theology to refer to our intellectual grappling with the faith, which, as Smith notes, can give us graced understanding and lead to faithful discipleship. Doctrine, while static at times, is meant to help us think about our lives more deeply by considering alongside other Christians the implications of our thoughts and deeds. Doctrine is wisdom that helps us clarify our mission.

Yet we seem decidedly uninterested in such wisdom today, both inside and outside the church.

Sociologist Steve Bruce has observed that Western spirituality is “Buddhist by default”: that Westerners, even Christians, are obsessed with what goes on inside, with spiritual experience. We don’t usually welcome any external testing of our thoughts or actions. Subjectivity takes the ethical and doctrinal teeth out of every religion. Doctrine can help us think.

Bruce does not mean that we are actually Buddhists. We don’t practice its asceticism. Instead we prefer a pallid, easy Buddhism, a series of feel-good statements supposedly culled from the Buddha. Our culture does this with all religions, Bruce says. It boils them down to one basic principle: Do what makes you feel good about yourself, and preferably in 10 minutes or less. As religious consumers, we warp every tradition by subjecting it to our needs. The Christian West’s consumer needs, he notes, have by and large led us to abandon traditional Christianity, and the Eastern spirituality we adopt is actually the vapid form of Christianity created by modernity. This is a Christianity of self-experience.

In this sense, Western Christians are children of Friedrich Schleiermacher, the 19th-century Enlightenment thinker who built his theological system on the foundation of spiritual experience. In many cases, we find his influence unwittingly embedded in our church leadership, our seminaries, and our theological faculties. A theology grounded in experience ultimately fades into soft moralism, humanism, or, in the unique case of American Christianity, a civic religion wherein God and country are easily confused.

As I write this, the top three best-selling books in the Christian nonfiction category of Amazon.com are also listed (and number one) in the personal transformation, New Age, and self-help categories. All three books also appear on the New York Times bestseller list. It seems we believe that what we experience is more important than what we think, and we buy accordingly. The authors and their fans would likely say that they are addressing needs. But do we best serve our culture by becoming increasingly theologically illiterate?

SPIRITUALITY IN THE BALANCE
At the heart of Schleiermacher’s work lay an important quest: to understand how to be faithful in a particular context. Schleiermacher and his progeny wanted much to be relevant Christians. The problem lies in where he started.

Schleiermacher thought that the essence of Christianity was its spiritual impulse, not its doctrine, which seemed to cause most of the problems. It had fueled violent conflicts between
Westerners, even Christians, are obsessed with what goes on inside, with spiritual experience.
it points unequivocally and majestically in grace to the living God. Scripture interrogates the community. Because it can be a difficult task to hear Christ speak clearly in Scripture, the church has used theology to test that interrogation. Some may read or hear Scripture in a new manner under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, as the 18th- and 19th-century abolitionists did regarding slavery. Theology tests such new readings by asking questions of both the text and the church, helping to clarify the movement of the Spirit.

The church’s theological task has never been only to comprehend an impersonal piece of literature intellectually. Theology has always understood itself as being under God’s providential grace. It is the result of faithful Christians grappling with Scripture in the presence and power of the Holy Spirit. Just as Jacob wrestled with God, so have Christians wrestled with Scripture as they have sought to articulate core beliefs about the God active among them, active in and through Scripture itself.

In our conversation with the Bible, we’ve developed shorthand (though imperfect) to articulate what it reveals. We say God is the Trinity and Christ is Savior, and we talk about sin, heaven, and church. We use those meanings to understand Scripture even as those core beliefs have come from Scripture. These are not esoteric abstractions but fundamental ways in

THE MIND UNDER GRACE

THE LOST ART OF CATECHESIS

It’s a tried and true way of teaching, among other things, Christian doctrine. By J. I. Packer and Gary A. Parrett

Historically, the church’s ministry of grounding new believers in the rudiments of Christianity has been known as catechesis—the growing of God’s people in the gospel and its implications for doctrine, devotion, duty, and delight. It is a ministry that has waxed and waned through the centuries. It flourished between the second and fifth centuries in the ancient church. Those who became Christians often moved into the faith from radically different worldviews. The churches rightly sought to ensure that these life-revolutions were processed carefully, prayerfully, and intentionally, with thorough understanding at each stage.

With the tightening of the alignment between church and state in the West, combined with the impact of the Dark Ages, the ministry of catechesis floundered. The Reformers, led by heavyweights Luther and Calvin, sought with great resolve to reverse matters. Luther restored the office of catechist to the churches. And seizing upon the providential invention of the printing press, Luther, Calvin, and others made every effort to print and distribute catechisms—small handbooks to instruct children and “the simple” in the essentials of Christian belief, prayer, worship, and behavior (like the Westminster Shorter Catechism). Catechisms of greater depth were produced for Christian adults (like Luther’s Larger Catechism). Furthermore, entire congregations were instructed through unapologetically catechetical preaching and the regular catechizing of children in Sunday worship.

The conviction of the Reformers that such catechetical work must be primary is unmistakable. Calvin, writing in 1548 to the Lord Protector of England, declared, “Believe me, Monseigneur, the church of God will never be preserved without catechesis.” The Church of Rome, responding to the growing influence of the Protestant catechisms, soon began to produce its own. The rigorous work of nurturing believers and converts in the faith once for all delivered to the saints, a didactic discipline largely lost for most of the previous millennium, had become normative again for both Catholics and Protestants.

The critical role of catechesis in sustaining the church continued to be apparent to subsequent evangelical trailblazers of the English-speaking world. Richard Baxter, John Owen, Charles Spurgeon, and countless other pastors and leaders saw catechesis as one of their most obvious and basic pastoral duties. If they could not wholeheartedly embrace and utilize an existing catechism for such instruction, they would adapt or edit one or would simply write their own. A pastor’s chief task, it was widely understood, was to be the teacher of the flock.

THE PROBLEM WITH SUNDAY SCHOOL

Today, however, things are quite different, and that for a host of reasons. The church in the West has largely abandoned serious catechesis as a normative practice. Among the more surprising of the factors that have contributed to this decline are the unintended consequences of the great Sunday school movement. This lay-driven phenomenon swept across North America in the 1800s and came to dominate educational efforts in most evangelical churches through the 20th century. It effectively replaced pastor-catechists with relatively untrained lay workers, and substituted an instilling of familiarity (or shall we say, perhaps, over-familiarity) with Bible stories for any form of grounding in the basic beliefs, practices, and ethics of the faith.

Thus, for most contemporary evangelicals the entire idea of catechesis is largely an alien concept. The very word itself—catechesis, or any of its associated terms, including catechism—is greeted with suspicion by most evangelicals today. (“Wait, isn’t that a Roman Catholic thing?”)

We are persuaded that Calvin had it right and that we are already seeing the sad, even tragic, consequences of allowing the church to continue uncatechized in any significant sense. We are persuaded, further, that something can and must be done to help the Protestant churches steer a wiser course. What we are after, to put it otherwise, is to encourage our fellow evangelicals to seriously consider the wisdom of building believers the old-fashioned way.

which Christians cross-index their spirituality (their relationship with the God who is present) with a faithful reading of the Bible.

This theological method inverts Schleiermacher’s. We do not start with “my spirituality” and then identify core beliefs. Instead, we begin with core beliefs—those discovered by the church as it has intellectually wrestled with the truth of Scripture in the dynamic presence of the Holy Spirit. These beliefs, which come from outside myself, correct and shape my spiritual experience.

We have a good example of this process in the theological work of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who studied in the era when Schleiermacher’s spirit reigned supreme. Most of Bonhoeffer’s teachers were in tune with their country’s zeitgeist, the swelling German pride that manifested itself in part as anti-Semitism and pro-Nazism. They were reading Scripture, but with personal experience in the fore; thus, their theology merely reinforced the era’s powerful sentiments.

But, as Bonhoeffer read Scripture, he began to understand Jesus of Nazareth as “Christ the Center.” For him the seemingly dusty ideas of the Incarnation and the Atonement took on life. His theological reflections on Christ helped him see that anti-Semitism and Nazism, especially in the church, were replacing Christ as the center, that they were even anti-Christ. This prompted him to speak out, to actively resist the zeitgeist.

**CULTIVATING GRACED UNDERSTANDING**

Bonhoeffer knew, as did Calvin, Augustine, and many others, that dry, seemingly irrelevant ideas like the Trinity, the Incarnation, the Atonement, and eschatology are crucial elements of our spiritual formation. Theology helps map a reading of Scripture as Scripture interrogates its readers under the guidance of the Spirit.

For the past 200 years, many parts of Western Christianity have labored as Schleiermacher’s children. The mainline traditions have hoped to achieve relevance. The evangelical and free-church traditions have hoped to read the Bible unadulterated and alone. Both traditions, however, have made our feelings—which are, by definition, slippery and transitory—primary. Mainliners have eschewed theology for fear that it imposes another’s context and assumptions, while evangelicals have eschewed theology because it might compete with the pristine Bible or become a rigid boundary. Both traditions forget that theology is a kind of memory that allows us to hear God’s Word by clarifying our experiences.

Many complain that the church has become incapable of cultivating Christian habits in its people. No wonder, when for so many the starting point is not God but spiritual experience. How can we sustain any spiritual growth if it is grounded in something as transitory as what we feel, individually or corporately?

The decreasing lack of interest in core Christian beliefs is due in part to church leaders who chase after relevance over substance—focusing on the feeling that something is meaningful rather than the truth that something is meaningful. It is also due to church members who imagine that their experience is the touchstone of truth about God, rather than learning to evaluate their experience in light of Scripture and theology.

Over the years, I have found that the students in my classroom grow in understanding by studying “dusty” and “dry” doctrine. They learn to interrogate their experiences, asking how they may find a “theological existence” or mission. I hope that Jon and his peers learn that they cannot have spiritual formation without doctrine, that theology is that business of graced understanding that makes us faithful disciples of Christ.

**The best theology grounds itself in Scripture as the revealed Word of God, not in the religious experiences of ancient people.**

---

**Darren C. Marks** is assistant professor of theology and Jewish studies at Huron University College at the University of Western Ontario. He is the author of *Bringing Theology to Life: Key Doctrines for Christian Faith and Mission* (InterVarsity).

Go to ChristianBibleStudies.com for “The Mind Under Grace,” a Bible study based on this article.
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